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Cutting-edge learning software developer uses JReport
to deliver deep insights and actionable intelligence via
interactive data visualization.
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THE HOLY GRAIL OF LEARNING
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students. Whether it’s a new teaching aide or an untested teaching technique,

• Transitioning from canned reports
to semi-custom ad-hoc reports for

Generations of educators have searched for the best way to teach their
the quest for learning’s Holy Grail continues. Fortunately, data-driven
educators can turn to Knowledge Factor to help accelerate their journey.

customers
• Transforming static PDF-based

Knowledge Factor’s innovative software combines advanced brain science

reports into dynamic, interactive

with big data analytics to create deeper insights and actionable intelligence

reports available online

for educators in a variety of environments. Now, top test prep programs,

• Accelerating delivery of new
capabilities and experiences for
customers and end users
• Repositioning the brand message

leading education providers, and Fortune 500 corporate trainers have instant
access to one of the most powerful and personally adaptive learning solutions
available.
However, the company often found it difficult to sufficiently convey the

to be metric-focused rather than

depth, breadth, and value of its solution to prospective customers. “Many

science-based

conversations began and ended with the neuroscience and cognitive
psychology behind our product,” says Nick Hjort, VP of Product and Software
Engineering at Knowledge Factor. “We needed a way to move past the
initial awe factor and visually demonstrate the full scope of our platform’s
capabilities to help customers get maximum value from their investment.”

OVERVIEW CONTINUED

LOST IN TRANSLATION

+ Solution


its amplifire learning software. The learning engine’s patented methodology

•K
 nowledge Factor is using JReport
and JDashboard to streamline the

For most of the last decade, Knowledge Factor has been developing and refining
dynamically adapts prese ntations to the exact learning content that each user
needs to review.

development and deployment of
interactive, semi-custom reports for

“Our software provides an in-depth analysis of how much a learner knew at the

customers

beginning of a program, how confident they were in their answers, and how much

• Customers can access data

information they’ve retained,” Hjort says. “The result is subject mastery greater than

visualizations online or offline, in a

95%, in 75% less time, and the opportunity for customers to correct previously

variety of formats, and apply custom

erroneous information their employees thought they knew to recover millions in

filters for deeper insights into the

lost revenues.”

meaning of the information
To highlight these impressive stats, the company used to produce simple, static
+ Benefit

• Produced engaging, easily

canned reports to show a customer’s success metrics. But Hjort’s team realized
that customers in different industries have diverse reporting needs and prioritize

consumable ad-hoc reports for

information differently, presenting a unique challenge to tailor each deliverable to

customers in all industries

the customer’s specific demands.

• Enhanced interactivity with data
for greater customer insights and
actionable intelligence
• Increased productivity/revenues/
customer retention

“Our direct customers are interested in seeing overall usage metrics, but their
end users want to know how specific content performs,” Hjort says. “Supplying
both parties with canned reports in boring formats wasn’t the right approach to
building in the value of the data we provide. We needed something deeper, more
interactive, and more engaging.”

• Transitioned sales and marketing
efforts from a science-based
approach to metrics-oriented

INTERACTIVE, WEB-BASED DATA VISUALIZATION

messaging to demonstrate

After evaluating its options, Knowledge Factor deployed reporting and dashboard

business value

tools, JReport and JDashboard, to bring more informative data visualization and
richer reporting capabilities to its customers. In particular, the company chose the

+ Technologies at a Glance
• JReport Server Live

JReport solution because of its seamless integration with backend databases like
PostgreSQL, and its customizable presentation options.

• Ad Hoc Reporting
• JDashboard

Previously, generating one-off reports for customers meant manually compiling
general query results and saving it to PDF. The process was time-consuming and

JDashboard brings
a new dynamic to
our reports because they’re
interactive, stylized, and
accessible on any mobile or
desktop device. Customers
and end users can compare
charts, filter results, and take
a deep dive into the data to
get a more meaningful look
at what’s going on in their
environment
+N
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customers received a generic report with limited interactivity and business value.
With JReport, Hjort’s team can build and embed engaging, branded data
visualizations right into its web-based platform for a consistent, integrated
experience. The software’s drag-and-drop functionality allows any Knowledge
Factor team member to choose from an expansive library of charts, tables, and
cross tabs to build new reports, dashboards and parameters on demand.
By building reports right into amplifire, Knowledge Factor can develop semicustom reports for wider audiences faster. At the same time, incorporating
reporting capabilities into the Knowledge Factor platform simplifies the process
of delivering the reports because they can be pre-scheduled for delivery per a
customer’s request and are responsively designed to be accessible on virtually any
web-enabled device at any time.

More importantly, the new reports allow Knowledge Factor customers to engage with the
information in the ways most beneficial to their jobs and businesses. For example, administrators
at a global test prep organization can sort information to better understand the overall impact
and success of its programs, while instructors can drill down to gauge how effective their
specific content and teaching styles are in meeting course objectives.
“JDashboard brings a new dynamic to our reports because they’re interactive, stylized, and
accessible on any mobile or desktop device,” Hjort says. “Customers and end users can compare
charts, filter results, and take a deep dive into the data to get a more meaningful look at what’s
going on in their environment.”

One of the great things
about JReport is that when
we think of a new way to visualize
data outputs, the support and
development teams are there to
help however they can.
+ Nick Hjort, VP of Product and Software
Engineering, Knowledge Factor

FLEXIBLE REPORTING TOOL FOR THE PRESENT AND THE
FUTURE
Using JReport as the foundation for its reporting capabilities has brought
tremendous value to Knowledge Factor and its customers. In addition to
providing easily digestible reporting and deeper performance insights that help
spur internal changes for customers across the board, the new dashboards have
also effectively altered how Knowledge Factor promotes its solutions.
“We used to rely heavily on selling the science to get customers interested,
hoping the neuroscience was enough of an attraction,” Hjort says. “With
JReport, we can take a metrics-based approach to sales and marketing because
we can support all our claims with high-impact data visualizations.”

Hjort also notes that the responsiveness and collaborative nature of the JReport team is
instrumental to his company maximizing the business value of its data reporting. “One of the
great things about JReport is that when we think of a new way to visualize data outputs, the
support and development teams are there to help however they can,” he says. “
Looking ahead, it’s not hard for Hjort to see JReport continuing to play a significant role in
Knowledge Factor’s engagement with its customers. “JReport is a fantastic reporting tool that
offers a lot of flexibility in how to leverage and visualize data,” he says. “We’ll continue using
as many features as possible to evolve the user experience, refine the functionality to make
data more relevant, and work toward full self-service to provide our customers with unrivaled
business intelligence and superior value.”
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